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This newsletter is another update on the project called SMARTchoice. 
To refresh your memory, SMARTchoice is a Commonwealth funded 
‘Caring For Country’ project. 
 
At the end of our last newsletter in June we wrote that the original 
SMARTchoice project was finishing on 30 June. You may recall that 
the first project had been developed in response to the closure of the 
local tobacco industry. At that stage, although ongoing funding 
had been sought for further ‘work’, we were unsure if this would 
actually occur. During August we were notified that a new project 
would be funded. For want of a better name we will be calling the 
project SMARTchoice II. This will allow continuity with some of 
the activities that had been started during the first project. 
 
There will, however, be a change of focus in SMARTchoice II. We realise that as land 
owners try new land uses there will be emerging problems and questions along the way. 
Although this project has strict milestones, it has enough flexibility to be able to provide 
support in various ways. For example, there will be a specific focus on the adoption of 
preferred practices in crop production, soil health, quality assurance, and water use 
efficiency. However, the project also has the capacity to set up demonstrations and 
organise ‘visiting experts’ and hopefully through these activities make a difference to land 
use in the area. 
 
Facilitation will be a key role of the project. We are not in competition with anyone and 
therefore are happy to work with Government organisations or private entities. So if there 
are ‘experts’ who may have something to offer land users in the area, we are happy to try 
to facilitate a meeting as long as it falls within the guidelines of our project. Some 
meeting opportunities may be organised at short notice and we may not have the time to 
do a general mail-out so it is important if you have a particular interest, you need to 
ensure that myself or Kerry Murphy know about it. That way we can ring you in a hurry if 
something crops up at short notice. 
 
If you have opinions, ideas or want further information on anything discussed in this 
newsletter, again let the project staff know. We can organise visits to look at particular 
enterprises as you will see later in this newsletter and we can organise guest speakers to 
visit the area as already noted above. 
 
 

    Regards Gary Baxter and Kerry Murphy 
 
 
Disclaimer: This publication may be of assistance to you but TAFCO and the SMARTchoice project staff 
does not guarantee that the publication is without flaw or is wholly appropriate for your particular purposes. 
Mention of a particular Company or horticultural pursuit does not imply endorsement or promotion of that 
Company or practice. TAFCO therefore disclaims all liability for any error, loss or other consequence that 
may arise from individuals relying on information in this publication. Individuals should conduct their 
own feasibility studies before commencing a new enterprise. 
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Some Recent Activities 
 
It is no secret that a number of former tobacco farmers are either interested in or already 
conducting various forms of vegetable, vegetable seed, berry and nut production activities. 
There have been a number of recent ‘opportunities’ that have emerged or been offered 
through the SMARTchoice II project. Some of these have included: 
 
A Glimpse at Hydroponic Vegetable and Herb Production 
 
A couple of farmers in the area are currently conducting hydroponic activities on a small 
scale. Because of this interest, TAFCO on behalf of ‘the project’ has become an industry 
member of the Hydroponic Farmers Federation (HFF). That membership entitles ‘us’ to 
receive a newsletter and be notified of meetings and conferences relating to the 
hydroponic industry. There was one such meeting opportunity organised through the HFF 
in late July. A project staff member and one former tobacco grower who has been growing 
cucumbers (hydroponically) visited greenhouses in the Bendigo area owned and operated 
by George Bobin and his family. 
 
 
 
 
The Bobin family trading as B & B 
Basil Pty Ltd now produce herbs 
year round utilising Nutrient Film 
Technology and modern climate 
controlled greenhouse structures 
(see photo on right).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The above Bendigo operation was obviously conducted on a significant scale. You will 
note the capitalisation involved in the greenhouse infrastructure in the photo above. 
However, perhaps of interest to some local farmers may be that plastic tunnel houses 
similar to those formerly used for tobacco seedling production helped get this business 
going. In other words the family started small not at the top-end. The owner is now 
looking to use run-off from the above herb operation for a yabby production enterprise 
which is another innovative and lateral thinking approach to modern ‘farming’. 
 

 
 
 
 
The Bobin family also leases an 
additional off-site greenhouse for 
various other hydroponic pursuits. 
These include capsicum, eggplant 
and zucchini production for niche 
markets. You may note in the 
photo on the left the plants are in 
‘channels’ filled with a perlite 
media. 
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Freshcare Accreditation 
 
The Freshcare Code of Practice is an industry owned quality standard which describes the 
practices required on farm to provide customers an assurance that fresh produce is safe to 
eat and has been prepared to meet customer specifications. Following interest from a 
number of former tobacco growers ‘the project’ helped facilitate an opportunity to firstly 
hear about Freshcare and then commence the process for those farmers who wanted to 
proceed. The Freshcare program offers benefits to both suppliers and customers. 
 
 
 
School was in for seven former 
tobacco farmers who are 
completing the Freshcare Code 
of Practice. The ‘process’ 
involves a small amount of class 
time which gives the grower the 
knowledge to implement any on-
farm changes required. Finally an 
on-farm audit needs to be 
conducted so certification can 
proceed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
More Seed Ideas 
 
Several visitors to the have discussed various seed production options as ‘possible’ 
intensive land uses for the area. They have included vegetable, pasture and fibre 
possibilities. You are possibly well aware that a small number of farmers in the area are 
already involved in vegetable seed production for specific companies. Another idea that 
has been thrown into the mix is pumpkin seed production. In the instance discussed, the 
seed produced from a specific pumpkin variety would be dried and then used to produce 
high value oil.  
 

Before you ask, the 
photo was not taken 
locally and yes it does 
look like hard work. But, 
it is a trial not a 
commercial operation. 
Mechanical harvest 
technology is used for 
commercial crops. David 
Ward (Demand Farming 
Australia©) provided the 
photo and it is used with 
his permission. A 
representative of the 
Demand Farming 
Australia© group visited 
some farmers in the area 
on August 13 and 
discussed ‘covered 
cropping’ and seed 
production ideas. 
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Getting Your Hands Stuck into Soil 
 
We indicated earlier in this newsletter that SMARTchoice II will have a significant focus 
on ‘soil health’. The term soil health will have different meanings for different people. 
However, you would all probably agree that at least you want your soil in a condition that 
you can maximise your production. Likewise, you all probably have a hope that your soil 
will still be ‘healthy’ long after you have moved on. 
 
We are now in an era that there are a number of non traditional land uses going on in the 
area. These range from lucerne production to berry production and many things between. 
One observation has been that different land uses can have vastly differing soil 
requirements. This is not only from a nutritional perspective but also relating to other soil 
characteristics such as pH, organic matter levels and soil microbiology. Farmers who have 
ventured into grapes and other crops in the area over the years may have already 
discovered the importance of many of these ‘other’ soil health factors. 
 
The Department of Primary Industries and SMARTchoice project staff will be working 
together to improve awareness amongst landholders on the importance of maintaining 
healthy soils for the productivity and sustainability of your farming systems. This will 
commence with a free workshop at an indoor Myrtleford venue on the evening of 23 
October. Kristy Youman, a DPI Soil Health project officer will lead the session but 
SMARTchoice project staff will be on hand to explain some of the activities they are 
involved with. The whole session will be held in the evening and last a maximum of three 
hours but this will include time allocated for a light supper and coffee. 
 

 
 

DPI’s Kristy Youman provided the above photos. The one on the left is a soil pit on hill 
country in the Tallangatta Valley area. Soil pits allow landholders to see what is happening 

below the surface at various depths. They can provide insights into aspects of the soil 
profile such as drainage, rooting depth, and presence of hard pans. The photo on the right 
shows an in-paddock pH kit. The kit method which utilises colour charts provided can give 

a preliminary indication of soil acidity on your property. 
 
Monitoring key soil indicators such as pH, ground cover, earthworm numbers, soil 
structure, stability and drainage can help all of us better understand the health of our soils. 
The October 23 meeting will hopefully be the springboard leading to a number of soil 
health activities or opportunities in the area. 
 
So, if you are a landholder in the Ovens, King or Kiewa Valleys and would you like to 

learn more about the health of your soil, we would invite you to register for the 23 
October workshop. Do this by contacting Gary Baxter or Kerry Murphy at TAFCO 
on 5752 1800 or Martin Revrenna at DPI Ovens on 5731 1222. (The venue details and 

a more precise itinerary will be given to you when you register). 
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	    Regards Gary Baxter and Kerry Murphy

